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Qatari legend will be competing behind the wheel of a Hunter BRX for the first time after leaving Toyota
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Nadal rolls into Brisbane quarters on comeback
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Razy wins the HH Sheikh Abdullah Bin Khalifa Al Thani Trophy
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Qatar face Jordan ahead of Asian Cup

This Dakar Rally race is the world's toughest, hardest, most difficult endurance contest. It is the ultimate test of a driver's skills and fitness. It has been described as a 'man versus machine' battle, where the best drivers in the world battle it out on the toughest routes.
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Sharp-shooting al-Attiyah takes aim at 6th Dakar title

Qatari driver Nasser al-Attiyah and the French co-driver Matthieu Baumel line up at the start of their quest to win the Dakar Rally title. The pair has been a force to be reckoned with in recent years, having won the event three times in a row.
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Qatari driver Nasser al-Attiyah and the French co-driver Matthieu Baumel are driving their Hunter BRX for the first time after leaving Toyota.
India are a danger anywhere in the world: captain Rohit

Bumrah helps India rout South Africa for fastest Test win in history, series ends 1-1 after 642-ball, 2-day 2nd Test

India unfairly criticised for pitches

There should have been more review applications. Test pitches are rated with India suffering a cost-cutting strategy, according to Test captain Rohit Sharma in the wake of comments over how good or tough pitches were.

South Africa were bowled out for 55 on a spin-friendly Newlands pitch on Monday which saw the hosts come back from a 97-run deficit to win in 139 balls.

The 3rd Test at Newlands on Tuesday will determine the series which is currently level at 1-1 with the last Test due to be played in Cape Town.
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Rafael Nadal said every match is a new challenge as he continues in the hunt for his 20th Grand Slam trophy after his 5-0 win against Harry Bourchier at the Australian Open to reach the third round.

"Every day is an adventure," he said. "I'm like opening a new day like an opportunity, and tomorrow is another one." Nadal said heading into the tournament that he believes experience is key.

"I'm 35 years old, and I still have a lot of experience," he added. "I'm trying to take advantage of that." Nadal has won 19 Grand Slam titles and is seeking his first Australian Open title to complete the career Grand Slam.

---

Rublev survives Broadie scare to open season with victory

Andrey Rublev survived an early scare to reach the second round of the Sydney International with a 6-4, 6-3 victory over Liam Broady.

Rublev, who was bidding to win the first title of the year, faced a fight to overcome the Briton in the Sydney International, which began with an marathon third-set tiebreak.

"I was very happy with the level," said Rublev. "I played very well, I served very well from my side."

---

Hole-in-one brings success to TPD merger agreement

Negotiations involving the board began after the PGA Tour announced its merger with the LPGA, the Women's TOUR, and the LPGA Tour in December.

"It's a great day for golf fans," said Commissioner Jay Monahan. "This agreement will bring together the strengths of each organization to create a stronger, more sustainable future for the game."
Jockey Michael Barzalona guided Withnail’s Racy Princess to HH Sheikh Abdullah Al Thani Silver Cup victory. The five-year-old gelding won the HH Sheikh Abdullah Al Thani Trophy at the Rayyan racecourse in Qatar last year.

Barzalona, who won the HH Sheikh Abdullah Al Thani Silver Cup at the Rayyan racecourse last year, went on to take the HH Sheikh Abdullah Al Thani Trophy at the Rayyan racecourse in Qatar.

Barzalona, who is also owned and bred by Al-Jaymi Stud, took the HH Sheikh Abdullah Al Thani Silver Cup victory at the Rayyan racecourse.

The four-year-old colt bounced back to form after winning the Arabian Sprinter Championship last year in Qatar.

The French King Cup, a 1,600m Local Horse Open Race, was won by the impressive four-year-old filly Mazur, the seven-year-old mare speeded two lengths, taking her career record to five wins in seven starts.

For the second straight year, Al-Jaheira won the Godolphin Mile Arab Sprinters Championship, keeping the title for her owner and trainer Al Jaheira Stud and trainer Michael Barzalona, who is also owned and bred by Al-Jaymi Stud, took the HH Sheikh Abdullah Al Thani Silver Cup victory at the Rayyan racecourse.

Mazur, the seven-year-old mare speeded two lengths, taking her career record to five wins in seven starts. For the second straight year, Al-Jaheira won the Godolphin Mile Arab Sprinters Championship, keeping the title for her owner and trainer Al Jaheira Stud and trainer Michael Barzalona, who is also owned and bred by Al-Jaymi Stud, took the HH Sheikh Abdullah Al Thani Silver Cup victory at the Rayyan racecourse.

The four-year-old colt bounced back to form after winning the Arabian Sprinter Championship last year in Qatar.

The French King Cup, a 1,600m Local Horse Open Race, was won by the impressive four-year-old filly Mazur, the seven-year-old mare speeded two lengths, taking her career record to five wins in seven starts.